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This learning experience is part of the persuasion stream of leadership communications.

THE NEED
The Next Generation Certificate Program™ is an intensive leadership development program
designed to equip emerging leaders in the transportation industry with the strong communication
skills required of successful executives. New and future senior leaders of trucking and supplier
companies are invited to participate in this certificate learning experience.

2022 has presented the opportunity to offer this learning experience virtually and in-person and re-
align the program content with The Humphrey Group’s updated learning design best practice.

The learning experience objective remains: to provide the next generation of leaders with the
ability to inspire action in others – from drivers, to customers, to executive teams.

THE PROGRAM
The program is offered in two formats to allow members to choose the learning experience that is
right for them. Details of each program, and learning objectives are outlined in the following
pages.



KEY LEARNING OUTCOMES
In this signature learning experience, your employees 
receive the knowledge and tools to:

Approach communication with the intent to inspire 
action

Speak with clarity and conviction in every interaction

Create powerful, message-driven communications

Support every message with the right amount 
of information

Conclude every interaction with a clear call to action

Display the presence, both physical and verbal, 
of a leader 

Plan for critical conversations and how 
to navigate them

Use structure to share thinking in meetings

Use stories to build connection and share ideas

TIMING

5 x 1.5-hour 
live sessions over 

4 weeks

IDEAL AUDIENCE

Leaders or those 
moving 

into leadership

THE LEARNING EXPERIENCE
MODULE 
ONE

MODULE 
TWO

MODULE 
THREE COACHING SUSTAINMENT

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING
Pre-work is 
Completed Online 
Prior to Each 
Virtual Session

INSTRUCTOR-LED 
SESSIONS

1.5-hour Virtual Session 
Facilitated Live by 
an Instructor from The 
Humphrey Group

ONE-ON-ONE
COACHING
30 Minutes of 1:1 
Virtual Coaching to 
Receive Personalized 
Feedback

SELF-DIRECTED
SUSTAINMENT
1 Year Access to 
the Self-Learning 
Module: Writing 
Effective Emails

VIRTUAL LX



VIRTUAL LX - DETAILED AGENDA

MODULE 1

• Participants will discuss the connection between communication and 
influence

• Participants learn how to use the Leader’s Script to create message-
driven communications for a variety of different contexts

• Participants are introduced to the five characteristics of an effective 
message

• Participants craft a clear, inspiring, and audience-centered scripts and 
receive feedback from their instructor

ENGAGE AND INSPIRE OTHERS (2 X 90 mins with short break)

MODULE 2

• Participants learn the fundamentals of presence

• They will practice delivering their scripts in small groups and 
receive feedback from the instructor and peers

• Participants identify strategies that can improve their presence

LEAD WITH PRESENCE (90 mins)

MODULE 3

• Participants practice using active listening, the Leader’s Script in 
conversations

• Participants roleplay responding in the moment using the 
methodology they have been taught and receive feedback from their 
instructor and their peers

LEAD IN CONVERSATIONS (90 mins)

MODULE 4

STORYTELLING TO LEAD (90 mins)

• Participants will identify where to use stories in their day-to-day work

• Participants will practice the story spine to craft a compelling story

• Participants will craft a narrative in the moment for a variety of 
audiences

MAY 25, 2022 JUNE 29, 2022

SEPTEMBER 26, 2022 NOVEMBER 2, 2022



TIMING

3 X 4 hour in-person 
learning 

experiences over 
three weeks

IDEAL AUDIENCE

Leaders or those 
moving 

into leadership

DELIVERY OPTIONS

In-person, virtual, 
train-the-trainer, 

or open enrollment 

THE LEARNING EXPERIENCE
MODULE 
ONE

MODULE 
TWO

MODULE 
THREE SUSTAINMENT

SELF-DIRECTED
LEARNING
Access to online 
learning content to 
be viewed at 
anytime

INSTRUCTOR-LED 
SESSIONS
3-hour in-person 
Session Facilitated by 
an Instructor from The 
Humphrey Group

SELF-DIRECTED
SUSTAINMENT
1 Year Access to 
the Self-Learning 
Module: Writing 
Effective Emails

IN-PERSON LX

KEY LEARNING OUTCOMES
In this signature learning experience, your employees 
receive the knowledge and tools to:

Approach communication with the intent to inspire 
action

Speak with clarity and conviction in every interaction

Create powerful, message-driven communications

Support every message with the right amount 
of information

Conclude every interaction with a clear call to action

Display the presence, both physical and verbal, 
of a leader 

Plan for critical conversations and how 
to navigate them

Use structure to share thinking in meetings
Use stories to build connection and share ideas



IN-PERSON LX - DETAILED AGENDA

MODULE 1

• Participants will discuss the connection between 
communication and influence

• Participants learn how to use the Leader’s Script to 
create message-driven communications for a variety 
of different contexts

• Participants are introduced to the five characteristics 
of an effective message

• Participants craft a clear, inspiring, and audience-
centered scripts and receive feedback from their 
instructor

ENGAGE AND INSPIRE OTHERS (4 hours)

MODULE 2

• Participants learn the fundamentals of presence

• They will go through numerous exercise to improve 
command over body language, eye contact, 
expression, and pace

• They will practice delivering their scripts in front of 
the group

• Participants will receive videotaped feedback, and 
next steps for continued development

LEAD WITH PRESENCE (4 hours)

MODULE 3

PART I: LISTEN TO LEAD (2 hours)

• Participants practice using active listening, the 
Leader’s Script in conversations

• Participants roleplay responding to questions in the 
moment using the methodology they have been 
taught and receive feedback from their instructor and 
their peers

PART I: STORYTELLING TO LEAD (2 hours)

• Participants will identify where to use stories in their 
day-to-day work

• Participants will practice the story spine to craft a 
compelling story

• Participants will craft a narrative in the moment for a 
variety of audiences

LEAD THROUGH CONNECTION (4 hours)

JUNE 29, 2022 SEPTEMBER 26, 2022 NOVEMBER 2, 2022



Next Generation Certificate Program™ has been designed with adult learning principles in mind. Our instructors incorporate adult education
theories by focusing on the application of learning, both in the classroom and in the business lives of the participants. Every module in the
program is geared to the practical implementation of what has been taught. Over the course of the years we’ve found that our participants
get more out of shorter sessions and for that reason, our materials and sessions have been condensed to ensure participants get the best
ideas and they retain the best content.

IN-PERSON LEARNING EXPERIENCE

• Learning experiences range from 1-2 days (9-4pm each day with 1 hour lunch 
and 2 x 15 minute breaks)

• No prework required. Content delivery, discussion, application, feedback, and 
practice all happen in the classroom

• Digital materials distributed in advance (identical to virtual materials)
• Some print materials provided so they can be used in the classroom for 

exercises (with a digital alternative available)

The in-person learning experience is great for:
• Bringing teams together as part of a retreat, sales kickoff, or other 

event
• Groups for whom networking is a major secondary objective of the 

learning experience
• Participants who want/need more teaching and/or peer/social 

learning
• Groups who can take large chunks of time away from their regular 

schedule and/or who benefit from being fully “out of office” 

VIRTUAL LEARNING EXPERIENCE

• Learning experiences range from 45 minutes to 5 weeks 
• Prework is always required. Learners are expected to review the content on their own 

time (roughly 30-60 mins per week) so that the live sessions can focus on discussion, 
application, and feedback

• Digital materials distributed in advance
• No print materials provided

The virtual learning experience is great for:
• Bringing together distributed teams when travel to a central location is 

unrealistic
• Very large groups of learners for whom in-person learning isn’t feasible
• Short webinars delivered “in the flow of work”
• Learners who prefer a highly self-directed experience that they can control, 

while still getting the benefit of a facilitated group learning experience
• Meeting diverse accessibility requirements within a single learning experience 

(i.e. closed captioning, interaction via chat., etc.)
• Meeting the needs of groups with a wide range of learning styles
• Groups who cannot take a day or 2 days our of their schedule for learning

HOW WE DELIVER


